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GENETIC CODE OF HOMOEOPATHY
What is genetic code?
Science has now proved that every living being has a genetic
code. Genetic code is the blue print of whatever that particular
living being is desired to be ,to do, to feel .This is the very basic
thing about existence.
In every living being including man the physical and mental
design is all encoded in
the genes which are present in all cells of the body.

Just as an architect needs a proper plan in front of him for
building a house, similarly the body has a blueprint in the
“Genes” of all the information about the particular living thing,
its structure , size, shape, function. A civil engineer will not start
erecting walls as the first step. This was not even done during age
old times of Vastushastra.

each species has
its own
developmental
plan-often
described as a sort
of “blue print” for
building the
organism. - which
is encoded in the
DNA molecules
present in its cells.
This
developmental
plan determines
the characteristics
that are inherited.
Thus whether it is
a bacteria, fish or
human being all of
them have a plan
laid out before
hand which we
call genetic code

Even today weight bearing, structural strength , columns &
pillars, are all calculated according to the stress the building is
going to take. The layout needs to be made as to where the
bedroom, kitchen etc need to be. This scientific and
mathematical approach leads to a long sustaining structure.
Thus just as an architect needs a proper plan of dimension of
every room, layout of bedroom, kitchen, pillars, loadbearing and
so on properly designed and calculated, similarly each species
has it’s own developmental plan-often described as a sort of
“blue print” for building the organism .-which is encoded in the
DNA molecules present in its cells. This developmental plan
determines the characteristics that are inherited. Thus whether
it is a bacteria, fish or human being, all of them have a plan laid
out before hand which we call genetic code.
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In our journal, we are trying to emphasize that the science of homoeopathy also has certain
blue prints laid down by Dr. Hahnemann which unfortunately are undergoing mutation
because of certain homoeopaths who are making new additions and deletions and their own
interpretations. This indeed is doing great harm to homoeopathy. It is our endeavor through
the medium of this journal to go back to the concepts laid down by Dr. Hahnemann which
were so futuristic. Every latest scientific invention confirms his beliefs and hypothesis . With
this let us go 'back, …. to the future' in completely understanding this futuristic science. Truly
Dr. Hahnemann can be called ' Nostradamus of medical science' .

So what are genes ?
Genes are the functional unit of inheritance .They are
the blueprints of the physical and mental make up of
the man. Each gene is a nucleic acid sequence that
carries information representing a particular protein.
Proteins are the building blocks for everything in our
body like bones and teeth, hair, earlobes, muscles and
so on. These proteins help our body to grow, work
properly, and stay healthy.Each and every aspect of the
individual and his tendencies has their origin in the
Genetic Code and this is exactly what gives rise to
Individualization.

The essence of Homoeopathy is also “Individualization”
Dr. Hahnemann has laid down before the world in great detail the method of how to practice
this wonderful science and art of Homoeopathy. To this date not many homoeopaths have
completely understood the ideas Dr. Hahnemann has put forth. The entire science that he has
formulated is based on Genetics.
When Dr. Hahneman talked about individualization, some of his followers started
understanding mind as the identity of the man, some thought disease as the identity of the
man and some thought generals as the man's identity .His followers did not understand him
in toto. They started misinterpreting him as per their whims and fancies. This caused
homoeopathy to go into chaos and mockery. That is how homoeopathy became non
standardized. Cures were sporadic .Nobody was able to show law of cure in cases treated .
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Homoeopathy is the only science which is based on
fundamental universal laws .This is the only science which
follows the direction of cure. This is the Individuality of
Homoeopathy. They are the blueprints of Homoeopathy
.These laws are like the proteins that form strong pillars on
which the solid structure of homoeopathy is built. These laws
form the genetic code of Homoeopathy which means if you
are not following or violating any of the principle, you are not
practicing Homoeopathy correctly.
From here comes the name of the magazine “Genetic code of
Homoeopathy”. The journal is based on this genetic code.
Every Homoeopath has to follow this code of conduct.
Then and only then can he cure the curable and incurable cases
with ease.
Then and only then can he widen the scope of Homoeopathy.
Then and only then can he dare to tread untrodden path of
curing cases like blind, deaf , dumb, autism etc.

Genes are the
functional unit of
inheritance. They
are the blueprints of
the physical and
mental make up of
the man.
Each and every
aspect of the
individual and his
tendencies has their
origin in the Genetic
Code and this is
exactly what gives
rise to
Individualization.
The essence of
Homoeopathy is
also
“Individualization”.

He who is a true Hahnemannian Homoeopath should necessarily
have the following traits :

To read more....
Log onto www.geneticcodeofhomoeopathy.com
and register yourself....
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